Characteristics of fluoroprobes for measuring intracellular pH.
We evaluated four different fluoroprobes to determine their capabilities and limitations in measuring intracellular pH by the fluorescent indicator technique. In vitro, carboxyfluorescein, dimethylcarboxyfluorescein, biscarboxyethyl carboxyfluorescein, and 4-methylumbelliferone (4MU) all showed comparably intense fluorescence and excellent pH sensitivity near their respective pKa values. Major differences were found between 4MU and the fluoresceins in terms of protein binding, concentration effects, bleach rates, and the retention time within cells. Both fluorescence and a fluorescence ratio at pH-sensitive/pH-insensitive excitation wavelengths increased with pH for all compounds, and the ratio completely corrected for large changes in the excitation light intensity. In contrast, the ratio showed large artifactual changes as dye concentration increased because of self-quenching effects and spectral shifts. Protein interactions likewise caused spectral shift and ratio aberrancies, but calcium, magnesium, and oxygen had no effect on the fluorescence ratios. We conclude that measurements of cell pH by fluorescence techniques are subject to artifacts induced by self-quenching and protein binding. Use of the fluorescence ratio technique does not necessarily correct for these artifacts, and in particular the ratio technique does not correct for changes in fluoroprobe concentration. Because the major artifacts cause the ratios for 4MU and for the fluoresceins to move in opposite directions, an experimental maneuver can be shown to cause a true change in pH if the fluorescence and ratios change in the same direction for these two classes of fluoroprobes.